2021 GIVE GUIDE: Reproductive Health & Rights
Reproductive Health Under Attack
Anti-abortion activists and lawmakers have seen an opportunity in the Trump Administration’s packing of the Supreme Court to bring new challenges to the landmark case, *Roe v. Wade*, imperiling policies protecting abortion access and reproductive rights. Donors have an important role in responding to the current crisis and also in preparing for continued threats to reproductive health, both in vulnerable states and at the federal level.

This give guide was curated in partnership with local expert and SFF-donor, Gretchen Sisson, PhD. For additional or customized recommendations, please contact your personal Philanthropic Advisor or donorservices@sff.org.

National Network of Abortion Funds
https://abortionfunds.org/
The Network builds power with its member organizations to remove financial and logistical barriers to abortion access by centering people who have abortions and organizing at the intersections of racial, economic, and reproductive justice. NNAF provides leadership development, infrastructure support, and organizing technical assistance to members which are uniquely positioned to meet the needs of their local communities, while also being a powerful force for political and social change broadly. NNAF’s member organizations work across their network to remove financial and logistical barriers to abortion access. (The Northern California fund is Access Reproductive Justice.)

Donor Center Specifics:
Name: National Network of Abortion Funds
Short Purpose: for general support; or, name a specific member organization to pass through support to that locale
INeedanA.com
https://ineedana.com/
This is a national, searchable database of clinics, relevant laws, abortion funds and other local supports aiming to provide a simple, up-to-date, and localized source of information for people seeking abortions. The site is a collaboration of a small team of professional writers, designers, developers, and data analysts, who share a goal of helping women in need of an abortion easily find the information and resources that apply to them, without having to sift through a lot of noise or, worse, misinformation and stigma from anti-abortion organizations.

Donor Center Specifics:
Fiscal Sponsor: Social Good Fund

Self-Managed Abortion, Safe and Supported
https://abortionpillinfo.org/
Abortion pills are a safe and effective way to end an unwanted pregnancy, with or without a clinician. If a person chooses to self-manage their abortion, this website is a source of accurate, up-to-date information to help them be medically and legally safe.

Donor Center Specifics:
Fiscal Sponsor: Peace Development Fund
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“Working towards reproductive justice, including abortion access, is the work that has always driven my volunteerism, my professional work, and my philanthropy. It is work that cannot end when Roe does but must build on the foundation we are firming up now.”
We Testify
https://www.wetestify.org/
We Testify does culture-changing work nationally to elevate the leadership and representation of people who have abortions, increasing the spectrum of abortion storytellers in the public sphere, and shifting the way the media understands the context and complexity of accessing abortion care. We Testify invests in abortion storytellers to elevate their voices and expertise, with particular focus on people of color and those from rural and conservative communities. Their work supports storytellers in sharing their stories in legal cases, legislative testimony, and in building the cultural movement for abortion access and care.

Donor Center Specifics:
Fiscal Sponsor: NEO Philanthropy

All* Above All
https://allaboveall.org/
All* Above All builds momentum and power within the abortion movement, and across other social movement, sharing tools, resources, and expertise at the national, state, and local levels. Their work focuses on shifting culture, narrative and public perceptions on issues of abortion and taking proactive approach toward policy change.

Donor Center Specifics:
Name: All Above All
Fiscal Sponsor: New Venture Fund

All-Options
https://www.all-options.org/
Only organization in the reproductive justice movement dedicated to supporting all choices and experiences around pregnancy, parenting, abortion, and adoption.
Take Back the Court Foundation
https://www.takebackthecourtfoundation.org/
Take Back the Court raises awareness about the urgent need to expand the number of seats on the Supreme Court. Without adding seats, the Court is unlikely to ensure that abortion access will continue to have meaningful Constitutional protection.

Abortion Care Network
https://abortioncarenetwork.org/
The network supports independent abortion clinics across the country. These small, community-based clinics rely on individuals and communities to keep their doors open, often lacking the financial support, name recognition, and fundraising reach of national health centers or hospitals. The Keep Our Clinics campaign provides funding to independent clinics to cover tangible expenses like increased security, building repairs, PPE and hazard pay for staff working during the pandemic, legal fees, and community education and advocacy.

Donor Center Specifics:
Short Purpose: to support the Keep Our Clinics Fund.

Ready to recommend a grant?
Visit the Donor Center and use the Donor Center specifics provided when inputting your grants.

Please email donorservices@sff.org with any questions or for additional recommendations.